
Get crafty this festive season and create your own stunning Christmas Wreath with the very 
talented Elvetham florist, Paula.

Materials
• Wire wreath frame
• Roll of florist mossing (binding) wire
• Christmas foliage, moss, holly, spruce, ivy or any evergreen
• Pine cones, berries, cinnamon sticks, apples or any additional decorations
• Ribbon for bow

Instructions
1. Start with a wire frame and a roll of florist mossing wire, attached the wire to the frame securely. 

Begin by teasing the moss into a thick sausage in sections of around 7 cm in length, then bind 
onto to the wreath frame until completely covered.

2. Use a selection of Christmas foliage, holly, spruce, ivy or any evergreen from the garden. Bunch 4 
or 5 pieces together then secure with a 10 gauge stub wire.

3. Push the wired bunches of foliage into the mossed base, making sure you also cover the sides, 
work in a clockwise direction overlapping as you go until completely covered with no gaps. Fluff 
up the foliage to get a nice full effect then spray with leaf shine for a lovely glossy finish.

4. You are now ready to decorate! I like to use pine cones, apples, cinnamon sticks, berries and or 
rich coloured hydrangeas. Begin by adding your bow to the centre top and securing in place with 
a fine ribbon. Using a stub wire, wire all of your individual decorations leaving two prongs, push 
the prongs into the wreath and secure tightly. It’s often nicer and more pleasing to the eye to 
group your decorations together.

5. Now your wreath is finished! Twist a stub wire to the middle centre back of the bow to form a 
hook which will enable you to hang from the door.
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